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Comments on the ISH 15 Hearing & associated ExA Questions on
Deadline 8 Submissions – and IMG attachment
1 Notwithstanding EDF’s account of the history of the water supply
problem, we wish to place on record that during a group visit/conducted
tour to the proposed construction site for SZC by one of our group (RS)
on September 25th, 2019, he asked senior company representatives
about water supplies and was told they didn’t know anything about it. A
colleague recorded in his Notes “Water not yet clear”.*
The concern was triggered because we had been researching Anglian
Water’s corporate development plan previously, finding no reference to
SZC in the context of recognition of major water shortage problems in
the East Anglia Region.
Anglian Water have two major pipeline projects in hand in the region
under their Strategic Pipeline Alliance programme, and a flagship Future
Fenland project. AW chief Mr Peter Simpson (EADT 17.7.20) told a
Waterwise Conference that climate change could mean “Water could
run out in ten years”. South of Cambridge there is a huge new
undergound reservoir recently publicised. Though NWL are the Sizewell
suppliers, we simply cannot see how EDF have not been aware of the
challenges, and able to design a reliable, life-long solution to this
structural challenge from early days.
2 We attach (IMG below) a current EADT news story (7.10.20) telling a
version of the water challenge which may also be of interest. To be
noted are NWL projects for a desalinisation plant at Great Yarmouth and
at Lowerstoft a water treatment plant, indicating that they have a

strategic capability, further raising the question of why SZC could not
have been factored in much earlier.
NWL as Essex and Suffolk Water published its 2015-2020 WRMP in
2013/4 forecasting a declining demand level for Heavy Industry and
Utilities and an overall decline for the 2011/2-2039/40 period. No
mention of SZC.
Their response to a Government water consultation called Water 2020
(Regulatory Framework & 2019 Price Review), February 2016, is similarly
innocent of SZC as a contingency despite SZC public consultations being
well established.
3 Re the Rule 17 letter of October 6th, Annex B, Requirement 8(3), this ExA
drafting does provide certainty for the project, and also other business
and residential clients of NWL, including some of our associates. Water
charges from NWL are, incidentally, administered throughout the area
by Anglian Water, so many residents may not be aware that uncertainty
about future supplies for SZC might affect them.
4 We further note that in respect of EIA/HRA monitoring EDF have aready
committed themselves to a 3 year impact overspill for the Main Site. We
trust the same will apply to all likely environment impacts from the
desalinisation operations.
5 We wonder how the provisions of NPS EN1 and 6 relate to this
structural issue, now being 10 years old. Setting aside water shortage
changes and experience since then – disproportionate housing
development being a major factor, East Anglian drought has to be
recognised as having been a dominating structural narrative for a long
time. Anglian Water’s strategic projects were initiated at the time of NPS
ENI and 6.
6 Noting the Government’s NPS EN1-5 review process of September 6,
2021, it has been brought to our attention that the new Draft
Overarching National Policy Statement (EN-1) - Water Quality and
Resources – places a strong assessment duty on the applicant in four

bullet points (5.16.5). We suggest EDF’s ES is revisited to ensure that it
meets this “overarching” standard, likely to be enacted by the time the
SoS receives a recommendation and certainly a material consideration at
Government level for IROPI reasoning purposes.
*The visit Note also records EDF representatives accepting that 20 metre
water bore holes were in mind, a new sewage plant might be needed, the
diaphragm wall of 2.5 metre thickness woud go to 30 metre depth, tat the
water table was high, that Field 1 lower at back north end is liable to flooding,
that site dewatering would likely involve EA licencing, that the two reactor and
buildings configuration would need 50 hectares and recognition of sea wall
heights being different to Sizewell B.

ends

